Conflict Minerals Declaration
OnePlus Technology (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. ("OnePlus") adheres to the vision: "To be a healthier company that endures",
insists on taking sustainable development as one of the core values of the company, and performs its social
responsibility dutifully. As a member of the United Nations Global Compact and RMI, OnePlus mobile phone
manufacturer has fully integrated the responsible purchasing into the operations throughout the supply chain. OnePlus
will be committed to social responsibility and morality, and work together with manufacturers to promote sustainable
development of the supply chain.

OnePlus commits to:

1） Pay great attention to the issue of conflict minerals, and resolutely refuse to purchase, use or support conflict
minerals.
2） Comply with the laws and regulations related to conflict minerals (including but not limited to Section 1502 of
U.S. Dodd-Frank Act) as well as the standard guidelines of industry organizations (OECD, RBA, GeSI, etc.), and
require manufacturers and their sub-suppliers not to use conflict minerals in accordance with OnePlus' policies for
and commitments about conflict mineral management.
3） Strengthen supplier management. Through supervision and inspection, OnePlus requires manufacturers and
suppliers to strictly investigate conflict minerals, and identify and trace the sources of raw materials to ensure the
legality of the metals used or contained in the products of OnePlus, ensure to preclude the opportunity that these
metals may come from conflict areas including Congo (DRC) and its adjoining countries (Note 1), and ensure that
the "conflict minerals" (Note 2) in the conflict areas will not be used.
4） Respect human rights and constantly pay attention to the performance of ethical procurement of conflict minerals
in the supply chain.
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Note 1:
Conflict areas: The Republic of Congo (DRC) and adjoining countries: Congo, Sudan, South Sudan, Uganda, Rwanda,
Burundi, Tanzania, Zambia, Angola, the Central African Republic, etc.; new countries and regions announced by US
Secretary of State that, in the future, will cover the above countries partially or wholly.
Note 2:
Conflict minerals include, but are not limited to, rare metals including cassiterite, wolframite, coltan, gold and their
derivatives from Congo (DRC) and adjoining countries, as well as from any areas under the control of armed groups in the
above countries, including such minerals as Tantalum, Tungsten, Tin, Gold, Cobalt Concentrate and their derivatives, or any
minerals and their derivatives causing financial conflicts in the Democratic Republic of the Congo and adjoining countries
or regions.
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